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Ben Thomas made a mistake.
A one-night stand with Natasha Peters has got her
pregnant. Now he has two options: give up on his
dream as a comedian and get a day job or abandon
his responsibility and be a total dick.
Only when Tash tells the full truth does a third
possibility emerge...
This story recounts the all too relatable experience
of a fleeting sexual encounter and the hilarious
mess it can create. It details all the things you think
you know about safe sex and is inspired by the true
story of a comedian in crisis.
PRAISE FOR ONE NIGHT STAND

poignant page-turner.
‘The honesty shines through this funny,
know!’ Dave Hughes
Finished it in one sitting. I just had to
‘Simon is one of the top comedy writers out there.’ Jay Leno

‘This book will enable you to enter the
mind of a comedian, but then
you may have to call someone to help
you get out.’ Akmal Saleh

SIMON TAYLOR (AUTHOR):
Simon is a comedian originally from
Melbourne, Australia.
At the age of 24 he became a writer for
The Tonight Show with Jay Leno in Los
Angeles. Since then he has written for
Shaun Micallef’s Mad as Hell on the ABC
and Magic for Humans on Netflix.
His stand-up comedy special has
featured on the ABC and Network 10.

KEY SELLING POINTS:
l

l
l

l

A humorous ‘almost true’ story about what can go wrong even when you follow
safe sex protocols.
This is a sex education book disguised as a funny novel.
Simon is an Australian stand up comedian who has written for prestigious comedy
shows like the Jay Leno and Shaun Micallef’s ‘Mad as Hell.
Simon hosts Channel 31’s flagship show ‘Live on Bowen’ as well as his own 		
show ‘Beat Streets’ during the Melbourne comedy festival.

l

Simon has a strong online following and fan base.

l

Simon is available for instore promos, events and appearances.
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